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Actors move into the space. It should 
be a playing space for a theatrical 
event. All five actors enter at the 
same time, or are already there when 
the audience arrives. But when the show 
begins, there should be a light change, 
and the actors should take their 
places. They move and act as a chorus. 

     This should happen really fast.  
 
     CHORUS 
Once upon a time. In an ancient time. A time of survival of the 
fittest.  
There was a hot young guy, we’ll nickname him Hy, short for 
Hyacinthus. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
I’m a tosser.  
  
     CHORUS 
Toss that disc, girl!  
 
     Hyacinthus very gayly tosses a disc. 
 
     CHORUS 
And real close by, with lustful eye, was the mighty god Apollo. 
 
     APOLLO 
Yes, I am he. First of my name. Besotted by flame. And super 
into bestiality! 
 
     CHORUS 
And one fateful day, while the hot boy did play, the god made a 
plan to devour. 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Not so fast! 
 
     CHORUS 
Said the wind, the westerly wind, a god with much less power.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I may be only wind, but I’ll stand and defind, I love the boy 
more than a flower. 
 
     They all stare at Zeph. 
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     ZEPHYRUS 
His name’s Hyacinthu-.  
I was just trying t— 
Fuck you! 
 
     CHORUS 
Both gods want the boy.  
 
     APOLLO 
I will bring him more joy. 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
But I will love him forever! 
 
     APOLLO 
My powers are greatest.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Yeah, but you’re a total rapist.  
 
     APOLLO 
And I succeed at all my endeavors.   
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Well my love is bigger! 
 
     Beat. Apollo takes this in. 
 
     APOLLO 
Is that a dick joke? 
 
     CHORUS 
Clear the stage! And prepare. 
 
     Everyone gets into place.  
 
     CHORUS 
Now hear you our tale! As we wallop and wail, a tale of rapture 
and woe. The Positively Gay, (In a Man-sex way), Tragedy of 
Hyacinthus and Apollo. 
 

There could be a projected image of the 
title. They all scurry into place. It 
should be very dramatic. 

 
     CHORUS 
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Ancient Greece! Hillside! Enter the pretty boy, Hyacinthus. 
Watch him frolic! 
 

Hyacinthus enters-frolicking- and takes 
his place, a pose, as if he were the 
gayest little Disney Prince.  
 

     HYACINTHUS 
O! Woe is me. Pretty boy frolicking on this hillside. Whiling 
away the hours, tossing. 
 

Hyacinthus bends over and picks up a  
   disc to toss.  

 
     CHORUS 
See the pretty boy toss.  
 
     He tosses again and giggles.  
 
     CHORUS 
And hark! The mighty god Apollo having just risen the sun, and 
with his usual wandering eye, doth perceive the pretty boy from 
atop a cloud.  
 
     APOLLO 
What is this? Who is he? Oh my! I have never in all my days as 
keeper of the flaming chariot that doth set ablaze the sun, seen 
so beautiful a specimen. So righteous a face. So round a butt. 
I’ve never longed for a man. I will have him. I will love him. 
 
     CHORUS 
But also nearby, the vile god of the westerly wind, the awful 
Zephyrusssss. Make your counter-argument, O blustery 
Zephyrussss.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I saw him first! 
 
     CHORUS 
Yes! A classic case of dibs! 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I’ve been staring at him nigh these past nine nights. The mighty 
god Apollo only means to make him walk funny. I will love him 
forever! Apollo will rue the day he ever set eyes on the boy I 
love.  
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Zephyrus makes ridiculous wind sounds 
as he flitters away.  

 
     APOLLO 
He is a man. And I am a god. What to do! There is something 
infernal inside of me. Mostly because of my close proximity to 
the sun, but also because of he! I want he! But I don’t want he 
as something that isn’t the same as he! But what? And how!? And 
so this plan, like an egg newly dropped from the ass of a duck, 
needs to be sat on before hatching. Testaclees! 
 

Testaclees enters with all the 
confidence of a door mouse. And slinks 
his way to his master. 
 

     CHORUS 
Enter Testaclees, oafish peasant, foil, and plot device meant to 
plant the fatal seed in the head of the mighty Apollo. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Yes, your fabulousness. What ails your most gallant heart? 
 
     APOLLO 
This boy on the hillside! I love him. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Oh no. 
 
     APOLLO 
I want to be with him.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
Not again. 
 
     APOLLO 
But how?!  
 
     TESTACLEES 
Well you could take the shape of a bow and hope he plucks you. 
 
     APOLLO 
I want to feel every part of him. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
You could just shape-shift. Like ya do. Various birds and 
whatnot. 
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     APOLLO 
I want to know the love of two men. Not one man and a pigeon!  
 
     TESTACLEES 
Well that’s fair. I’d also like that. I do have working parts, 
you know. I’m not just some plot device. I’m a thing!  
 

Young Athenian dramatically enters and 
poses opposite Hyacinthus. 

 
     APOLLO 
Silence! A young Athenian has dramatically entered.  
 
     CHORUS 
That’s our line! 
 
     APOLLO 
Sorry. I’m very worked up! 
 
     Beat. 
 
     CHORUS 
Well, we’re not gonna say it now. 
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
You there. Pretty boy on a hillside tossing a disc.  
 
     Hyacinthus turns to him. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Yes? Is it I to whom you are speaking? 
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
The most unusual thing has just occurred. I was walking past 
this hillside, doing as any normal young Athenian of our time 
would do. Contemplating all of life. Discerning my place in 
society. Plus math. When suddenly a shift in the wind caused me 
to look westerly, and there you were. Perfect, beautiful boy. 
And I am stiff. With trepidation. And hard. With fear. I have 
never felt such for a boy. And I’m filled with everything. Isn’t 
that strange? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
No. I would do the same were I to catch sight of myself.  
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
It’s as if the heavens dropped you here. 
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     HYACINTHUS 
And you’ve crawled out from under a rock. 
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
As if the wind carried you to me on its very back. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
And you were shat out of the sea. 
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
And I am struck dumb. 
 
     Hyacinthus goes to speak. 
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
No, please don’t speak. You don’t need words.  
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Yes. I don’t suppose I have the poet’s tongue. Mine are gifts of 
physical perfection, as you can plainly see.  
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
And all because of a shift in the wind. 
      
     APOLLO 
A shift in the wind! That bastard! He’s sent a foible! An 
obstacle. An impediment meant to stop me from getting what I 
want. Oh he is very good at story structure. 
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
Would you care to find a patch of shade where we might discover 
these feelings with our hands, or our tongues or any other 
appendage we deem useful? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
I would!  
 
     YOUNG ATHENIAN 
Joy!  
 
     They frolic off together.  
 
     APOLLO 
No, no, no, no! That is not how this goes! I am to love the boy! 
Me! Me!!!  
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     TESTACLEES 
Yes, and if I may— 
 
     APOLLO 
What do I do Testaclees? What do I do? 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Well— 
 
     APOLLO 
You hang so low Testaclees. On this our totem pole of bodily 
worth. You’re basically the Jell-O mold of a gargoyle. Why 
should I listen to anything you have to say? 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Well, but you are a god, your worshipfulness. 
 
     APOLLO 
And?! 
 
     TESTACLEES 
And he is a mortal. 
 
     APOLLO 
And?! 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Oh my god! Just take the shape of the Young Athenian!  
 

Testaclees covers his mouth, upset at 
what he has just said. Beat.  
 

     APOLLO 
You know what I could do? 
 
     TESTACLEES 
What? 
 
     APOLLO 
I could take the shape of the Young Athenian! 
I’m brilliant! 
 
     Apollo rushes off.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
Yeah, but—Oh god. He’s gonna blame me when it goes to shit. Why 
didn’t I become a nurse like my mother wanted me to? 
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Hyacinthus returns freshly fucked, and 
resumes his pose. Zephyrus, making his 
wind sound, enters nearby.  
 

     CHORUS 
Meanwhile, back on the hillside. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
O! Woe is me! Poor, pretty boy on the hillsides. Waiting for the 
return of the curious stranger that has stirred my insides.  
(Smile) That rhymed.  
But alas, I am alone. 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Hyacinthusssss… 
    
     HYACINTHUS 
Who’s there? 
 

Hyacinthus dramatically turns and is 
face to face with Zephyrus.  

 
     HYACINTHUS 
And who are you? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I’m just the breeze at your back. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Oh. A stiff breeze I see. 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
You are most beautiful. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Yes. Everyone says so. So I must be of worth.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
How would you like to be loved in a manner you’ve never dreamed? 
To be swept away on some no-knowing voyage where hedonistic 
decadence coincides with absolute ecstasy!? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Wow! You do much words. I wonder what else your tongue be 
capable of. 
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     ZEPHYRUS 
For your love I would I were a thousand tongues. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
That doesn’t make sense, but nevertheless, I am swept away! 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Then come with me. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
But there is another.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Choose me! I am superior. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
You do have a weird charm. Some would say blustery.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
So choose!  
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Must I do it now? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I’ll give you until the new moon. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Why? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Dramatic tension. Don’t worry about it. I find mortals are more 
inclined to action when faced with a ticking clock. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Very well. Until the new moon. Whatever that means. 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
When the sky is darkest. No moon. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
No moon? I thought you just said new moon. 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
No moon is new moon. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
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How can no moon be new? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I don’t know ask him? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Ask who!? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
The moon! 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Can we start over? And what is a clock? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I shall return ‘ere the new moon. Which is tonight. So…See you 
when the sun dies! I meant that to be more poetic. Our exchange 
frustrated me. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Until then. My handsome father-like, mentor-type older wiser 
lover.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Well. Every trope is born somewhere. Adieu! My love. 
 

Zephyrus exits making that stupid wind  
    sound again.  

 
     CHORUS 
Just then! The Young Athenian returns! 
 

The Young Athenian Enters. Apollo 
rushes to the Young Athenian, pushes 
him away and takes his place. This is 
not at all subtle.  
 
APOLLO 

I am now disguised as the Young Athenian! 
And! I have returned! 
 
     Hyacinthus turns to him. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
My love! 
 
     APOLLO 
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Yes, it is I! The young articulate one. Now take off that toga 
and back that ass up!  
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Oh. How I long to! But we must wait until tomorrow. 
 
     APOLLO 
Wait?! But I’ve only just arrived. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Yes, and I can’t tell you why.  
 
     APOLLO 
Why not? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Well, mostly because I’ve forgotten, but something is going to 
go down tonight? 
 
     APOLLO 
You bet your sweet ass it is!  
 
     HYACINTHUS 
And so we must be patient. Like a butterfly waiting to 
become...a different butterfly.  
 
     APOLLO 
But I want to go down. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
I’m afraid it is something else must go down first. 
 
     Apollo gasps. 
 
     APOLLO 
You’re right! The sun! I’ve forgotten! Wait here. I’ll return 
‘ere the setting sun! 
 

Apollo rushes off. Hyacinthus resumes 
his pose.  
 
CHORUS 

Uh-oh! What now? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Everyone wants me. Why? 
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Am I to be pursued because of my appearance? And why have I 
never considered this before? And who am I talking to? 
 
     CHORUS 
Poor pretty boy. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
I have never had to make smart. Only to dazzle with beauty. Oh 
no. Wait, that means when it goes away, and I’m old and 
wrinkled. Oh no! I must run and hide from anyone that can see my 
perfection. Lest they insist on giving me more pleasure. And 
there in a cave or an abandoned turtle shell I will contemplate 
the future and pray it is not too late to be something more than 
just a pretty boy that everyone in the world wants. O! Woeful 
day! 
 
     Hyacinthus frolics away.  
 
     CHORUS 
The sun is set. (Lights change) And Apollo and Zephyrus return 
for the boy. 
 

Apollo and Zephyrus enter on opposite 
sides and stop and stare.  
 

     APOLLO 
Well, well, well, if it isn’t the old bag of wind himself. 
Zephyrus. 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Apollo! You’re looking awful…ly human today. 
 
     APOLLO 
What’s the matter, get tired of blowing yourself? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
You’re just a ray of sunshine, aren’t you? 
 
     APOLLO 
Don’t pretend you’re not a big fan! 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Ooh sun burn! Unlike you, that smarts! 
 
     APOLLO 
Blow me! 
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     ZEPHYRUS 
Space heater! 
 
     APOLLO 
Wind sock!  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Heat rash! 
 
     Beat. 
 
     APOLLO 
Can we move past this? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Yeah, that was my last one. 
 
     APOLLO 
Good.  
What are you doing here?! 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I have come for the boy. 
 
     APOLLO 
As have I! 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Dressed like that? 
 
     APOLLO 
I’m the man he loves! Why would he ever choose you? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I am a god! 
 
     APOLLO 
Of the wind! That’s like being a prodigy of coupon cutting!  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
You are only disguised as the man he loves! He will sense it and 
choose me. 
 
     APOLLO 
No, he won’t. You’re twice his age and squally. 
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     ZEPHYRUS 
I am the wind! At least in one direction. And so, there is 
nowhere that I cannot go.  
In that direction.  
 
     APOLLO 
Any particular reason you’ve led the conversation in this 
direction? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
I say we make him choose. 
 
     APOLLO 
Fine! If that will shut you up! Testaclees! 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
What are you doing? 
 
     APOLLO 
He has so little to look forward to. Let’s throw him a bone. 
 
     Testaclees slinks in. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Yes, your magnificence’s? 
 
     APOLLO 
Daddy has a task for you. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Thank god. I was just starting to make friends with the statues 
outside the acropolis. Has that been built yet? 
 
     APOLLO 
The mortal on the hillside, you know the one I’ve been pining 
over? 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Oh yes, I think about him when I try to pull the skin off my 
penis at night.  
 
     APOLLO 
We didn’t need that /information.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
That is grim. 
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     APOLLO 
I need you to speak to him and find out which of us he loves. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
You want me to speak to him? Like speak? Like words? Like real 
words? Like real out loud words? Like for real, real spoken 
human out-loud words? 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Is he broken? 
 
     APOLLO 
I don’t know what that was.  
Testaclees! You fucking half-wit! We are both into the same 
dude.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
I’m up to speed on that part. 
 
     APOLLO 
Glean. From him. Which of us he prefers.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
Right. It’s just. Well. Your venerableness, I’ve never spoken to 
a mortal before. And certainly not to one that looks like what 
would happen if sex and vanilla had a hot baby.  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Why don’t you just kill him? 
 
     APOLLO 
He’s surprisingly useful. Testaclees you will do as I say? 
 
     TESTACLEES 
What if he speaks back? What if I faint? What if I swallow my 
tongue?! 
 
     APOLLO 
Silence you fool!  
 
     TESTACLEES 
But he’s so pretty! Wait a minute! Is that why you both love 
him? Because of what he looks like?  
 
     APOLLO 
/Naturally! 
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     ZEPHYRUS 
Of course! 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Eew! That’s a terrible reason to love somebody. Isn’t it? It 
should be. Why is it not? No! I refuse!  
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Careful, maggot. You don’t want to anger the gods. I have 
abilities that could blow you away. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Oh god, what are you going to do? 
 
     APOLLO 
He was speaking literally, he could blow you away. He’s a giant 
hair dryer.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
I don’t want to be blown! 
 
     APOLLO 
Then do as your told! Now, make his disc fly over here! 
 
     TESTACLEES 
How am I supposed to do that?! 
 
     APOLLO 
Not you, you busted up shrub heap! I was talking to the leaf 
blower over here. 
Well come on, we finally found a use for your lowly power! So 
give him a good stiff breeze and blow his discus over here so 
that we can get this over and done with. 
 
     ZEPHYRUS 
Whatever! But this one better not try anything funny, or I will 
do more than blow him.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
Gulp. 
 
     APOLLO 
Just do it. And hide with me over here. 
 

Apollo and Zephyrus move out of the 
scene, Zephyrus purses his lips and 
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blows, a gust of wind can be heard. The 
disc land on stage near Testaclees. 

 
     TESTACLEES 
Oh shit. 
 

Hyacinthus enters and goes to the disc. 
He doesn’t seem to notice Testaclees.  
 

     TESTACLEES 
Wow. He’s even better to perceive from this distance! No, stop 
it! He’s just a mortal. He’s not better than you. He’s just 
flesh and blood and sinew and muscle…Hello? 
 

Hyacinthus bends over to pick up the  
  disc. Testaclees like this view.  

 
     TESTACLEES 
Mother of mercy! Okay. It’s just a body. I have one too. Not 
quite as firm. And shaped as perfectly. With such delicate skin. 
Mine’s more like un-kilned clay, slapped together with wet 
pottery paste. I should speak. Wait, am I not speaking? Can you 
not hear me?! 
 
     Hyacinthus turns and finally sees him. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Oh. I didn’t see you there. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
Yeah, that’s, well, yeah.  
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Who are you? 
 
     TESTACLEES 
No, no, the question is who am I? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Yes. 
 
     TESTACLEES 
I mean. I am here to inquire as to your amorous devotion toward 
one or more who may fancy your attention. 
 

They both take a beat, surprised at 
this.  
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     TESTACLEES 
I mean, there are two men. Men who wish to...you know…? 
 

Testaclees makes a hand gesture 
indicating sex, this should in no way 
resemble or even indicate sex.  

 
     TESTACLEES 
They are in love with you! 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Oh! Yes. I have been burdened with beauty.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
Burdened? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Yes, they long to possess me, because all of this (He indicates 
himself) is of more value than all of that. (He motions to 
Testaclees)   
 
     TESTACLEES 
Yeah, you poor, poor pretty boy. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
I have been stuck in my head as to how to change this. How to 
make it less so. But I have only come up with becoming ugly, and 
that’s not going to happen. I mean look at me.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
Yeah, so these two guys are both really into you, and it would 
be super helpful if you could tell me which one of them you’d 
like to be with. So that I can move on with my day.  
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Well, if I follow the most logical reasoning I would have to 
choose the man that I find most attractive. I understand now 
that’s how this works.  
 
     TESTACLEES 
So you choose…? 
  
     HYACINTHUS 
The young one.  
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     TESTACLEES 
Perfect! 
 
     APOLLO 
Ha! In your face! 
 

Zephyrus is angry, he stares with 
hatred at Apollo and Hyacinthus. Apollo 
goes to Hyacinthus, pushes Testaclees 
out of the way and takes Hyacinthus by 
the hands. 
 

     APOLLO 
My love!  
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Yes. Love! I understand it now. Men may only love other men for 
youth and beauty. And since in this time, we only live to be 
thirty, we shall never have to face losing all of our worth.  
 
     Hyacinthus picks up the disc. 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Fancy a toss? 
      
 
     APOLLO 
Oh god yes.  
 
     Apollo takes the disc.  
 
     APOLLO 
I’ll stand farther off. 
 

Apollo and Hyacinthus go to opposite 
sides. Zephyrus peeks his head out and 
smiles ominously.  

 
     APOLLO 
Ready? 
 
     HYACINTHUS 
Send it, my love. Send it as if it were your actual love flung 
to pursue me.  
 

Everyone takes a deep breath in as 
Apollo slowly moves his arm back and 
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releases the disc. Zephyrus prepares to 
exhale a gust of wind. The disc leaves 
Apollo’s hand and everyone including 
the disc freeze in place. One of the 
Actors unfreezes and moves forward.  

     
     ACTOR  
When Apollo released the disc. When the westerly wind Zephyrus 
plotted his revenge. When the Young Athenian was in disguise. 
Beauty transfixed, and precedent was set. Men who love men must 
do so in disguise. Must conquer each other. Must oppose one 
another. And must only love for physical beauty. Men who love 
men must be hurt. Must be weak. And must be hidden. Precedent. 
Our first mythology. When Apollo released the disc it pursued 
young Hyacinthus with a force he hadn’t intended, and a wind he 
hadn’t heard coming. And the disc pursued him. Through time. 
Generation after generation. On this, the first queer day, 
setting up all subsequent days with a foreshadowing, a curse of 
fate, and when the disc strikes...the fate of a man who loves 
another man is sealed.  
The rest is history. 
 


